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Normal Wants
We want to nurture our children

Utilitarian benefits

What does it do for my pocketbook?

I have money to support my children

Expressive benefits

What does it say about me?

I am a responsible parent

Emotional benefits

How does it make me feel?

I am proud to support my children 



Normal Wants
We want to stay true to our values

Utilitarian benefits

I’ll get high returns 

Expressive benefits

I am socially responsible

Emotional benefits

I have peace of mind because my finances are 
true to my values



Normal Wants
We want high social status

Hedge funds

Hedge-fund money can put you into exhilarating conversations about 
the virtues of Gulfstreams versus Falcons

Utilitarian  benefits

I will have high returns with low risk

Expressive benefits 

I have high social status

Emotional benefit

I feel proud as a member of an exclusive club



Normal Wants
Why do people with billions want more billions?
We want great beauty, high status, and proper respect

Kenneth Griffin of Citadel bought 

Jasper Jones’ “False Start” 

for $80 million

Meir Statman painted 

“Many Colors in Straight Lines”

$50 canvas and $20 paint



Question

If you could increase your chances of having a more comfortable 
retirement by taking more risk, would you:

a. Be wiling to take a little more risk with all your money? 

b. Be willing to take a lot more risk with some of your money?



If you could increase you chances of improving your 
returns by taking more risk, would you:
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Mean-Variance Portfolio Theory
Rational Wants versus Normal Wants

It all mixes in the stomach
Rational investors don’t care about the form of wealth

Normal investors care



Behavioral Portfolio Theory
Normal Wants

Freedom from fear of poverty – Downside protection 
Hope for riches– Upside potential

We want to be rich
(10% chance to be rich)

We don’t want to be poor
(Almost 100% chance not to be poor)



Why do we behave as we do?
Rational, Irrational, and Normal Behavior

1st generation 

behavioral finance

Because we are irrational

Our wants are the wants of the rational people 
of standard finance

We fall victim to cognitive and emotional 
errors on our way to our rational wants

2nd generation 

behavioral finance

Because we are normal

Our wants are the wants of normal people 

We fall victim to cognitive and emotional 
errors on our way to our normal wants



Rational, Irrational, and Normal People 

2nd Generation Behavioral Finance

People are normal 

Normal people buy lottery tickets because they want: 

The expressive benefits of being “players” with a chance of winning

The emotional benefits of hope of winning

The utilitarian benefits of the miniscule chance of winning

Normal people are sometimes misled by cognitive and emotional errors



Question

Imagine you must schedule two weekend outings in a city 
where you once lived

You do not plan on visiting the city after these two outings

You must spend one of these weekends with an irritating, 
abrasive aunt who is a horrendous cook

The other weekend will be spent visiting former work 
associates whom you like a lot



Question 

Suppose one outing will take place this coming weekend, the other the weekend 
after

Do you prefer, A or B?

A. This weekend with friends and next weekend with abrasive aunt

B. This weekend with abrasive aunt and next weekend with friends



Behavioral life-cycle of saving and spending

Mental tools that help us save

Framing

Mental accounting

Self-control

Framing money into mental accounts of “capital” and “income”

Adhering to the self-control rule of “Spend income but don’t dip into capital”



Behavioral life-cycle of saving and spending

The same mental tools can be obstacles when it is time to spend in retirement

A very wealthy retired executive wrote:

“I've struggled with boundary issues between income and capital

I've actually taken on a couple of Board of Director assignments so that I feel justified spending 
for what I consider extravagant” 



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Safety nets in retirement security

Canada’s retirement system offers definite advantages to low-income workers compared with 
that of the United States, 

but “neither one serves middle-income, private sector workers very well”  

Keith Ambachtsheer

Seniors in poverty

Canada     7%

U.S.         20%



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Defined-Benefit plans are deficient:

In the private sector – Plans goes bankrupt

In the public sector – Unions press for benefits, politicians comply, and taxpayers pay

Portability is limited

A combination of Social Security and Defined-Contribution plans is better:

Social Security provides “downside protection” 

Defined-Contribution plans provide “upside potential”

Risk is shared by all 



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

The switch from Defined-Benefit to Defined-Contribution brought two changes:

1. Shift in risk from employers to employees

2. Reduction of corporate employer contributions to approx. 4%

Employers at U.S. universities and some other not-for-profit institutions contribute approx. 10%, 
unconditional on employee contributions



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Make company contributions unconditional on employee contributions

Matching penalizes the poor

(Some employees borrow money to make contributions that qualify them for employer match)



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Eliminate the 10% penalty on withdrawals before the age of 59 ½ 

Instead, limit pre-retirement “liquidity” by reduce “leakages”

Early withdrawals are prohibited in Germany, Singapore, and the United Kingdom 

Only disabled or terminally ill people may withdraw early 

Withdrawals are prohibited in Canada under normal circumstances 

but are allowed if annual income is below approximately US$32,400



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Replace financial literacy with financial comprehension and financial behavior demonstrating 
comprehension

Promote evidence-based investing



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Financial literacy question (from the set of Big Three questions on financial literacy):

Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the interest rate was 2% per year. 

After 5 years, how much do you think you would have in the account if you left the money to 
grow: 

More than $110, exactly $110, less than $110?

Financial comprehension question:

Do you think that people who save much when young accumulate more savings in time for 
retirement than people who save little?



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Make Defined-Contribution plans mandatory

Mandatory Defined-Contribution plans exist in a number of countries

Australian employers are mandated to contribute 9.5% percentage of employee earnings into 
employees’ retirement savings accounts

This percentage is scheduled to increase gradually to 12% by 2019-2020 



Behavioral Market Efficiency

Price-equals-value efficient markets

Stock prices always equal intrinsic values

Hard-to-beat efficient markets

Some people are able to beat the market (but not necessarily every month)

Most people cannot beat the market (even if they succeed some months)



Behavioral Market Efficiency

Price-equals-value and hard-to-beat markets

Warren Buffett received three bids from sellers of Citizens Insurance bonds, one at a price that 
would yield 11.33%, one at 9.87% and one at 6.00% 

"It's the same bond, the same time, the same dealer. And a big issue”



Behavioral Market Efficiency

Price-equals-value and hard-to-beat markets

When asked “What advice would you give to someone who is not a professional investor,” Buffett 
said:

“Well, if they’re not going to be an active investor – and very few should try that – then they 
should just stay with index funds. Any low-cost index fund… They’re not going to be able to pick 
the right price and the right time”



Behavioral Market Efficiency

Who beats a hard-to-beat market?

Hard-to-beat markets are not impossible to beat

Investors with exclusively-available information find it easy to beat the market 

A single insider

Investors with narrowly-available information find it hard but not impossible to beat the market

Professional investors, including hedge fund and “active” mutual fund managers, security 
analysts, groups of insiders

Yet, on average, amateur investors with nothing more than widely-available information find it 
impossible to beat the market

And too often professional investors keep all their market beating returns in fees



The “market-sum” game
Fat and lean returns in a pot of stew



Normal Investors
Amateur investors have only widely-available information

Why do amateur investors play the market-sum game?

1. Ignorance 

2. Cognitive errors 

3.    Wants for expressive and emotional benefits



Normal Investors
Why do amateur investors play the market-sum game?

1.   Ignorance

Believe, wrongly, that they have narrowly-available information

Believe, wrongly, that they have to “play” if they want to win

Account for returns “in their heads” or neglect to exclude contributions when calculating returns

Do not compare their returns to market returns

Do not realize losses, counting them as no losses

Attribute to skill what properly belongs to luck (e.g. We can beat the market in the short run but not in the long 
run)



Normal Investors
Why do amateur investors play the market-sum game?

2. Cognitive and emotional errors

Framing errors 

Overconfidence (Overplacement) errors 



Normal Investors
Framing errors

I sell my stocks because 

stocks are sure to go down!

Who is the idiot buying my stocks?

Framing the trading game as tennis 

against a practice wall



Normal Investors
Framing errors

I sell my stocks because 

stocks are sure to go down!

Who is the idiot buying my stocks?

Framing the trading game as tennis 

against Roger Federer

(or high frequency traders, or insiders)



Normal people
Overconfidence (Overplacement) errors

Fidelity Traders Summit April 11, 2012

62% expect to beat the market during the next 12 months 

29% expect to match the market

Do 9% expect to lag the market?  



Normal Investors
Amateur investors have only widely-available information
Why do amateur investors play the market-sum game?

3.    Wants for expressive and emotional benefits



Normal People
Normal Wants 

Fidelity survey - 78% of traders trade for reasons beyond profits; 

54% enjoy “the thrill of the hunt,” 

53% enjoy learning new investment skills, 

More than half enjoy engaging in social activities



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Limit the menus of investments

Only widely diversified index funds with fees not exceeding 0.20% in the first row of offerings

The rationale goes beyond evidence that, on average, active funds fail to beat the market



Improving Retirement Security
Canada and the U.S.

Active fund management changes the distribution of returns among investors, without changing 
overall returns 

The total investments in Defined-Contribution plans are vast, likely encompassing most of the 
financial assets of all but the richest segment of the population 

Active funds providing positive extra returns to some investors are matched by other active funds 
imposing negative extra returns to other investors 

This is true even if we exclude consideration of active fund fees and trading expenses



Conclusion

Why do we behave as we do?

How can we help plan participants behave better?

2nd generation behavioral finance

We behave as we do because we are normal

Our wants are the wants of normal people 

We fall victim to cognitive and emotional errors on our way to our normal wants

We can help plan participants behave better by education in financial comprehension and by 
improved Defined-Contribution plans
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